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 A: The registry is where Windows keeps the registration information for all of the currently installed programs and drivers, which is why there are several key paths in it. The Microsoft.Vsto.Managed registries are where the compilation engine looks for all of the VSTO managed assemblies that you want to register. The.NET framework's JAR file which has the VSTO assembly is only on your
computer for your current session. If you want to register the assembly as a VSTO assembly for all future sessions, you need to put it in the GAC. , 6, 15, 40, 85, 140? 205 What comes next: 18, 54, 98, 150, 210, 278? 354 What comes next: -144, -557, -1228, -2157, -3344, -4879, -6672? -8333 What is next in -14, -18, -20, -20, -18, -14, -8? 0 What is the next term in -121, -244, -367? -490 What is
the next term in -231, -904, -2033, -3618, -5665, -8096? -10809 What is the next term in 2067, 2063, 2051, 2025, 1983? 1907 What is the next term in -84, -98, -122, -162, -224, -314? -438 What is next in -70, -68, -66, -64, -62? -60 What is next in 23, 40, 59, 80, 103, 128, 155? 184 What is next in 55, 105, 155, 205, 255? 305 What is next in -122, -248, -374, -500, -626, -752? -878 What is the

next term in -21, -39, -55, -69, -81? -91 What is next in 3, 16, 45, 96, 169? 268 What comes next: -6, -14, -20, -24? -26 What comes next: -744, -743, -742, -741, -740, -739? -738 What comes next: 82157476af
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